
Signature: North-West-Center

Feminine/Masculine Balance: 1/4
Feminine numbers are overall tougher, more tenacious, and enduring but they lack the 
masculine energy of spontaneity. Masculine numbers have an immediate and 
noticeable effect, but their impact doesnʼt last long.

Most of the numbers in your birthdate are masculine, which means that you have an 
easier time than others making decisions quickly. Youʼre decisive but you may also have 
the tendency to be impatient and reckless in everyday situations.

Cardinal Points

The North represents the end of the old and the beginning of the new.
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Because of your numbers in the West and your incredible self-discipline, you would be 
successful in research-based roles.

The number one resonates strongly with the energies of knowledge and 
communication. People under the influence of this number are often 
unsatisfied with knowing just the basics; the exploration of truth in its 
entirety is what drives their ambition. When the numbers of the North appear 

in repetition, as they do in your case, these numbersʼ energies are unusually 
strong and their influence can result in manic depression, where you are high on life one 
day and extremely low the next. The remedy: learning to practice patience as an 
antidote to your impatience with the drudgery of life.

The East reflects the energies of enthusiasm and joy that take root in the 
developmental stages of new ideas.

The South resonates the liveliness needed to present ideas to others. People with the 
South represented in their Personal Codes share the qualities of charisma, curiosity and 
expressiveness.

The West embodies the organizational qualities needed to turn a dream into a reality. 
Western energies are powered by tremendous strength; your willpower and 
purposefulness are unchallenged by the other Cardinal points. With the West 
represented in your Personal Code, youʼre usually fine with being the hardest working 
workhorse in the field as long as your vision is clear and you believe that success is on 
your path. With that, youʼre often open to constructive criticism—the kind that exposes 
you to meaningful changes that benefit your progress.

A born leader? Yes, you are. However, patience is not exactly one of your many virtues. 
You have the perseverance and business drive to take projects from ideas to working 
pieces and your financial prowess make successful money management second nature 
to you. There are many geniuses and renown inventors with the influence of the West in 
their Personal Codes, but since their work is often ahead of its time, many of them are 
only acknowledged for their contributions after theyʼve crossed over.

Youʼre hurt if you feel that youʼre not being taken seriously, whether that means others 
not believing in your new idea, not appreciating how important your goals are to you, or 
not understanding why you havenʼt given up yet.

If you want to promote the energies of the West, fill your home environment, your office 
and your closet with the color white. Of particular importance is limiting the amount of 
green you wear if you want to further cultivate the qualities of the West, since green 
effectively blocks the energies of the West.
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The energies of the four are often found among groups of skilled workers, 
engineers and self-made successes. Youʼre very talented with your hands, 
producing beautiful things with them that make others feel they have two left 

hands. This could manifest in many ways, from having the innate talent to 
decorate a home with beauty and grace to building beautiful homes from the ground up.

The gift of the Center is that of stability. Emotional ups and downs are not part of your 
experience. You feel compelled to help, to nurture, and to give generously from a place 
of groundedness and calm. On the surface, there is a contradiction about this energy: 
you often experience strong homesickness, while at the same time fully knowing that 
you arenʼt tied to any one place in this world; you feel pulled to travel or even move to 
new locations more often than those without the West in their Personal Code. People of 
the Center tend to gravitate toward philanthropic organizations or want to work in areas 
that help them give back to their communities in some other way, particularly if the 
community is worldwide.

One of the pitfalls of the people of the Center is being happy with helping others or  
being there for them without paying attention to whether itʼs actually helping the 
situation. In other words, you will justify to yourself that the good feeling you get from 
helping out means that youʼre doing a good thing, regardless of whether your intentions 
are beneficial, genuine, or unconditional. In this way, you may run the risk of robbing 
others of their right to independence and freedom to learn on their own, thus creating 
material or emotional dependence on you.

The energies of the five bestow upon the people of the Center a deep 
connection to the earth. Gardeners and farmers often have a five in their 
Personal Codes. 

The energies of the zero are similar to those of the five, but in addition, it 
integrates a little of all the other Numbers and Cardinal Points and leans 
more toward the spiritual than the natural senses.

Extremes of the Center…
Extremes of the Center manifest in various ways. An emphasis on moderation in daily 
life could lead to lethargy and could be a symptom of anxiety or of a lack of direction in 
life. Being a constant worrier or allowing others to continuously take advantage of you 
are other manifestations of this extreme. Wastefulness, absentmindedness, or 
dissatisfaction/impatience with yourself are other signs of an overactive Center. In these 
cases, avoid surrounding yourself with the color yellow (especially for your bed linens, 
walls, and carpets), which could throw you into a dream state where youʼre easily 
distracted and feel uncertain about your direction.
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Missing Stations

East: You tend to shy away from commotion if you lack the number three in your birth 
date. Without the number eight, you tend to overcomplicate things. With either an 
overbalance or a lack of a representation of the numbers of the East, you have a 
tendency not to consider the consequences of the things you say (a lack of empathy).

Aside from surrounding yourself with more of the color green to offset the void, you can 
also make conscious steps toward developing the gifts that these numbers impart. For 
example, practice improving your communication skills by listening more carefully in 
conversations to try to connect with the message between the words of the person 
speaking; focus on listening to the true message being transmitted rather than just the 
surface words being said. Another wonderful way to begin balancing your East is to 
surround yourself with people who have this influence in their Codes. The odd thing is 
that youʼll often try very hard to avoid these people because you see them as too 
emotional; being around them is unpleasant for you because youʼd much prefer 
pretending your emotions didnʼt exist. 

South: People who donʼt have the numbers of the South represented in their Personal 
Codes may be difficult to listen to, particularly if theyʼre speaking publicly in front of an 
audience. As a result, they tend to feel misunderstood, unappreciated or simply left out 
of life. Even if, on the outside, you lead a successful life, youʼll still carry the fear of not 
being valued enough by those around you. Surrounding yourself with the color red will 
draw more energy to you, helping you manifest your ideas more easily and follow 
through on projects that youʼd normally abandon before completion. You may already 
gravitate toward lively music when youʼre in need of the Southern influence, but if you 
havenʼt tried it yet, listen to energetic tunes when you feel down instead of opting for 
meditative tracks.
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